
Compliance Officer (m/f/d) 

Job-ID:  2663 , https://jobs.man-es.com/job/Zürich-8005/639323301/ 
Start Date:  upon agreement  
Location:  Zürich, Switzerland  

MAN Energy Solutions enables its customers to achieve sustainable value creation in the transition 
towards a carbon neutral future. Addressing tomorrow’s challenges within the marine, energy and 
industrial sectors, we improve efficiency and performance at a systemic level. Leading the way in 
advanced engineering for more than 250 years, we provide a unique portfolio of technologies. 
Headquartered in Germany, MAN Energy Solutions employs some 15,000 people at over 120 sites 
globally. Our after-sales brand, MAN PrimeServ, offers a vast network of service centres to our 
customers all over the world. 

We are looking for a Compliance Officer to cover these responsibilities 

 Advising employees and management on integrity and compliance matters, particularly in the
areas of anti-corruption, antitrust law and anti-money laundering.

 Developing and applying compliance measures in business processes.
 Conducting integrity and compliance training for employees and third parties.
 Communicating integrity and compliance measures within the business areas.
 Conducting business partner due diligences with focus on integrity and compliance.
 Examining major projects with focus on potential integrity and compliance risks.
 Closely cooperating with the central compliance team of the MAN Energy Solutions Group and

the relevant integrity and compliance function of the Volkswagen Group.

You can help us with these qualifications 

 Degree in (business) law or comparable studies / degree(s).
 Relevant work experience in compliance and integrity management is an advantage.
 Strong analytical and conceptual skills for seeing and understanding compliance risks.
 Experience in an international environment is desirable.
 Very good communication skills as well as in planning and organizing.
 Independent, results and solutions-oriented way of working and advising.
 Ability to cooperate and work in a team. Positive and confident demeanor as well as

assertiveness.
 Fluent in English. Working knowledge of German is an advantage.

Our benefits for you 

State of the art workplace in central location. Modern home-office policy. Comprehensive social 
insurance package. Details depending on effective location. 

How to apply 

Please apply online only (no e-mails), under https://jobs.man-es.com/job/Zürich-8005/639323301/ 

With any questions beforehand please contact Mr. Patrick Eberhard, Human Resources Manager, 
under  T +41 44 278 3671, or e-mail patrick.eberhard@man-es.com. Unsolicited candidacies from 
agencies will not be accepted. 

P. Eberhard, 2020-12-23
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